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Material

Concept of pathological aging

Example : amyloid-beta (Aß) plaques
vascular degradations
neuronal losses
Pathological brain aging is viewed as an accelerated aging due to biological, biochemical
and biomechanical stresses.
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Clinical variables
Neuropsychological
evaluations
Gait analysis
Lifestyle evaluation
Autonomia evaluation

Prolyphic database

Patients suspected of normal pressure
hydrocephalus with enlarged ventricles or
parenchymal atrophy, gait disturbance,
modest cognitive decline or urinary
incontinence.

CSF and blood ﬂux
measurements
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Results

Blood analyses
CSF analyses

Intracranial pressure
measurements

CSF ow
Flux

It is accompagnied by an accumulation of pathologies which progress
insidiously until a critical threshold of clinical symptomes.
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Biochemical variables

MRI morphometry

Normal brain aging is a natural process with little clinical symptoms even in elderlies.
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Pathological brain aging leads to an earlier cross of the critical threshold.
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mSEGA score

The brain elastance parameter is positively and signiﬁcantly correlated with the modiﬁed
SEGA score.

Ultimately, dementia is reached with loss of autonomy and dependence.
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Methods
Conceptual model

Mathematical model [5]
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Intracranial pressure measurement

Lumbar puncture

This can be due to an increased stiffness of the tissues.

CSF absorption
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CSF production
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Brain system

Biomechanical properties assessment
Fit over the cardiac time scale

Fit over the infusion time scale
Robust for R
Not robust for E and p0
Include all phenomena
occurring at this time scale
(autoregulation)

Preclinical stage

There is evidence that the shift from normal to pathological brain
aging begins years, if not decades, prior to dementia [1]. This long preclinical stage is an opportunity for preventive therapeutic strategies [2].
The major challenge is to identify reliable and measurable quantities that correlates with
the pathologies accumulation rate before the clinical signs become signiﬁcant.

p0

from PC-MRI acquisitions

Objective
Frailty assessement

Altered brain mechanical properties are indicators of pathologies accumulation
associated with brain aging.

The frailty degree was assessed by the modiﬁed
SEGA score [6], based on the following items :
origin
drugs
mood
perceived health
history of falls
nutrition
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Individual markers have limited predictive power compared to
combined markers from various modalities [3,4].

Central hypothesis

The main limitations are :
The frailty degree is not evaluated according to a 'standardized' index ;
The blood volume change measurement by PC-MRI is not concomitant with the ICP
measurement (the accepted relative change in cardiac frequency is 20 %) ;
The interpretation depends on the model assumptions ;
The physical meaning of elastance and p0 is unclear : this will be assessed by using a more complex
biomechanical model of the brain.

This study shows the relevance of using a biomechanical approach for the in vivo evaluation of
cerebral tissues alterations. The elastance quantitative marker has a potential for improving
the early diagnostic of dementia and for the objective disease progression follow-up.

Early markers

We propose to explore in this work an additional modality that holds a great potential in
describing the brain tissues alterations : the biomechanical properties.

The brain capacity to adapt to a change of volume at a given relative pressure to p0 is reduced for patients with higher frailty degree.

Basic equations

Cerebrospinal ﬂuid space

Discussion

comorbidities
mobility
continence
feeding
cognitive functions
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